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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. According to the SNORT alert, what is the attacker performing? 

A. brute-force attack against the web application user accounts 

B. XSS attack against the target webserver 

C. brute-force attack against directories and files on the target webserver 

D. SQL injection attack against the target webserver 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An engineer is analyzing a ticket for an unexpected server shutdown and discovers that the web-server ran out of
useable memory and crashed. 

Which data is needed for further investigation? 

A. /var/log/access.log 

B. /var/log/messages.log 

C. /var/log/httpd/messages.log 

D. /var/log/httpd/access.log 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is analyzing a .LNK (shortcut) file recently received as an email attachment and
blocked by email security as suspicious. What is the next step an engineer should take? 

A. Delete the suspicious email with the attachment as the file is a shortcut extension and does not represent any threat. 

B. Upload the file to a virus checking engine to compare with well-known viruses as the file is a virus disguised as a
legitimate extension. 

C. Quarantine the file within the endpoint antivirus solution as the file is a ransomware which will encrypt the documents
of a victim. 

D. Open the file in a sandbox environment for further behavioral analysis as the file contains a malicious script that runs
on execution. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which scripts will search a log file for the IP address of 192.168.100.100 and create an output file named
parsed_host.log while printing results to the console? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. Which two actions should be taken as a result of this information? (Choose two.) 

A. Update the AV to block any file with hash "cf2b3ad32a8a4cfb05e9dfc45875bd70". 

B. Block all emails sent from an @state.gov address. 

C. Block all emails with pdf attachments. 
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D. Block emails sent from Admin@state.net with an attached pdf file with md5 hash
"cf2b3ad32a8a4cfb05e9dfc45875bd70". 

E. Block all emails with subject containing "cf2b3ad32a8a4cfb05e9dfc45875bd70". 

Correct Answer: AB 
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